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OPENING STATEMENT TO JOINT OIREACHTAS COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND THE 

MARINE FROM THE IRISH SOUTH & WEST FISH PRODUCERS ORGANIZATION 

________________________________________________________________  

 

As of 31st October 2020, the Irish South and West Fish Producers Organisation IS&WFPO has a 

membership of 53 vessels.  

Due to the diversity of our membership, our members adopt a variety of different fishing practices 

including trawling, pelagic fishing, gillnetting, seining, dredging and potting and a majority of our 

members are involved in more than one type of fishing during a particular year.   

Producer Organisations (POs) are recognised as important actors in the implementation of both the 

Common Fisheries Policy CFP and the Common Marketing Standards (CMO).  

The IS&WFPO office is located at the registered address of the Company, the Pier, Castletownbere, 

Co.  Cork and is in the South West Region IE025. Our membership however spans from County Kerry 

to County Louth and therefore our area of competence extends to both the South West Region (IE025) 

and the South East Region (IE024). 

The Irish Member State is required to take measures to achieve and maintain good environmental 
status (“GES”) for its waters under the EU Marine Strategy Framework Directive, by 2020. The 
criteria for determining GES includes the integrity of the seabed and the status of commercial fish 
and shellfish stocks.  
The Marine Institute (MI) in a report prepared for the Minister for the Marine in 2018 for the 
exclusion of over 18m vessels from inside six miles outside of Irelands Baseline. The report identified 
that trawling by large vessels can have a more detrimental impact on the environment than smaller 
vessels.  
 
It is confusing therefore why the request made by the Irish South and West Fish Producers 
Organisation consistently & annually for the past four years for a study be undertaken to ascertain 
the potential damage additional vessels (they in many cases being sizes multiples of 18m) pouring 
into our waters from other member states has so far not been forthcoming. 
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Fishing effort on the ground by non-Irish Vessels has increased exponentially in Irish Waters in 
recent years evidenced by the massive increase in Transhipping of their produce via the land bridge 
from Irish Ports in the last 12 years.   
 
 
Minister Charlie McConalogue presented his Sustainability Impact Assessment (SIA) on Fishing 
Opportunities to you the Joint Oireachtas Committee at the end of November. 
 
In his presentation, it showed Ireland’s total share of the TACs in 2020 amounts to 195,221 tonnes 

with a value of €252 million out of overall 2020 fishing opportunities (i.e. Total Allowable Catches for 

North West Waters) of 1.18 million tonnes of fish, with an estimated landed value of €1.62 billion 

giving our fishermen a 15.5% share for Ireland’s fleet. 

 

Irelands Pelagic fleet of 50 Vessels with yearly mackerel allocations catch the majority of their 

Mackerel Allocation in UK waters i.e. 60% worth €62,214,000. Our demersal fleet catch up to 30% of 

the Irish valuable Nephrop fishery (Dublin Bay prawn) worth €13,217,000 primarily in the smalls off 

the Welsh coast.   

These two stocks, combined, account for one third of the entire Irish Fleet Landings, both pelagic and 

demersal with earnings totalling €75,431,000. Other valuable stocks not mentioned (e.g. Skates and 

Rays, Herring in the Irish Sea, Crab, scallops & all other demersal Species too numerous to mention)  

How much of the Irelands 15% share will be given to UK fishermen in the current Brexit negotiation? 
Or to our fellow EU Member States in negotiations post-Brexit? 



 

How does the CFP work? 

Each coastal state has the right to manage natural resources in its Exclusive Economic Zone, but 
under the CFP, the fishing area of all EU states is considered one zone (see map above). The CFP uses 
a mixture of input and output measures to control and manage fisheries sustainably. 

Input controls include: 

• controlling which vessels can access different areas of the sea 
• limiting the length of time at sea or number of vessels in a fleet able to go out to sea at any 

one time 
• Regulating the gears and methods fishermen use. 

How are fishing quotas set? 

• Quotas are set annually by the Agriculture and Fisheries Council on the basis of advice from 
international and EU bodies like the International Council on the Exploration of the Sea and 
the Scientific, Technical and Economic Committee for Fisheries. Quotas set for commercial 
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fish stock must comply with the CFP’s goal of meeting sustainability targets, known as 
maximum sustainable yield, by 2020. 

• Once the overall EU quotas are agreed, member states are given a percentage on the basis 
of what is known as relative stability, which is, essentially, a formula devised by the EU 
between 1974 and 1982 whereby Catches into the future were to be based on average 
catches by Member States over a period of 6 years throughout the period from the mid 
1970’s up to 1980 and Quota Allocation into the future right up to the present day have 
remained FIXED, essentially frozen in time arising from that Policy. Relative Stability % 
allocations of Quota were devised then on Catch Data collected by the member states in 
respect of Waters between the 12 and 200 mile limit in circumstances whereby that 
extension of limits didn’t occur until November of 1976, at a time when 2 - 3 years of the 6 
year period subsequently fixed upon in the January 1983 CFP for allocation of Quotas had 
already elapsed. Quota allocation could and should have only relied on data from Member 
States in respect of their Inshore Waters for 2 – 3 years and between 12 and 200 miles for 
the remaining 3+ years. Sadly, this is not what happened and Ireland lost out enormously 
when TACs and Quotas were negotiated and fixed upon by the Irish Gov’t with the EU 
Council and our (then) fellow Member States, not including Spain, between November of 
1982 and Christmas of 1982. Our then Gov’t lost power in the Election of December of 1982 
and was replaced by a new Coalition Gov’t at Christmas/New Year who travelled to Brussels 
in January of 1983 and signed off on the enormous giveaway of Irish Fishing Rights which has 
devastated Ireland’s Fishing industry and Coastal Communities ever since. 

Quotas are supposed to be decided upon on the basis of that historical catch fixed upon in 
1982 but they’re also supposed to have regard to the needs of coastal communities which 
are particularly dependent on fisheries. 

• Each Irish fishing vessel receives individual quotas allocated by and from the Minister. For 
stocks that are shared with non-EU countries, quotas are agreed bilaterally or multilaterally, 
often through regional fisheries management organisations, such as the North-East Atlantic 
Fisheries Commission (NEAFC). 

What is the CFP supposed to do? 

The CFP has four main policy areas: 

• Fisheries management – ensuring the long-term viability of fish stocks like cod, tuna, and 
prawns in EU waters. 

• International policy and co-operation – working with non-EU countries and international 
organisations to manage shared fisheries, including Norway, Iceland, Morocco and Cabo 
Verde. 

• Market and trade policy – creating fair competition in the market and setting standards on 
seafood products sold within the EU to protect consumers, such as requirements for clear 
product labels. 

• Funding – money to support fishermen transitioning to more sustainable fishing and assist 
coastal communities in diversifying their economies.  

The Irish South and West read the above objectives of the Common fishery policy and believe once 
the current arrangements are altered by either a no-deal or the gifting of increased fishing quota to 
the UK then the whole Common fishery policy becomes unachievable and must be recalibrated in 
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order to achieve the Objectives of the CFP. This document seeks to describe the dramatic changes 
required. 

The map above shows the North Western Waters and clearly shows that following Brexit, the 
Coastal Communities of Ireland will be the largest contributor to EU waters. 
 
Sadly Ireland share in Europe North West Waters of Monk fish are only 8%, Hake 5.5%, Haddock 
18.4%, other Stocks Combined 1.2%. 

In 1976 Garrett FitzGerald, as Minister for Foreign Affairs assisted by Minister for Agriculture Clinton, 
planned how Ireland would negotiate its way into the new European “Common Fisheries Policy” that 
was to be based on the declared catches of each National fleet. However our Civil Servants never 
had the correct or appropriate statistics in circumstances where the Logbook Statistics of today 
simply weren’t available and Irish Fishermen were never aware, or were never made aware of the 
critical importance of logging catches, particularly of new species like Monkfish and Hake, in the 
newly created waters between 12 and 200 miles. Our European Partners weren’t so slow!! 

This was also the view of one of Irelands fishing Industry representatives Mr Joey Murrin. 

The European foreign fleets had realised for many a year that the waters around Ireland held the 
only fishing grounds that were not seriously overexploited. Our EU Partners ensured that this no 

longer remained the case post 1983.  

In 2006 there were 280 Irish vessels over 18m registered in Irelands fishing fleet while the 2019 Irish 

fishing boat register shows only 165 vessels of similar length, representing a reduction of 42%. The 

15m-18m category shows 50 vessels reducing to only 18 vessels representing a 64% reduction. This 

has seen the disappearance of fishing practices from many Islands and small ports around our 

coastline. Prior to UK departure Ireland had approx. 20% of Europe’s northern and western fishing 

waters, producing some 30% of all fish landed in Europe; however, looking at the new map, Ireland’s 

contribution will increase to 40% minimum but the entitlement of Irish Fishers to share  in this 

common resource of Irish Fish Stocks will decrease.  

 
Ireland introduced several decommissioning schemes over the past 15 years and below is a table 
that shows the vessel categories that have suffered the most: 
 
                   2006      2007    2008    2009    2010    2011    2012    2013    2014    2015    2016    2017 

 U10m        736        789        879     941      1001    1040   1069    1039    1026 g   1031     1029      991  

10-12m      182        179         172     176       168      169     170      164       165      166        162       153  

12-15m        77          68           68       66          66        68       69        66          63         65         64         66 

 15-18m       50          41          37        35          30        24       21        20          18         18         19          18  

O18m         280          204       162      165       164      164     171      170        169       164       165       164  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Total         1325         1281     1318    1383     1429     1465   1500    1459     1441    1444     1439      1392 

 



 
 
 
 
The value of Ireland’s current share of the opportunities for all stocks in Irish and British Waters as 
shown below is 15.53% by value of which some 7% is estimated to be caught in UK Waters. 
    
See table below: 



 



 

The Above map shows the importance of Irelands EEZ framed by a red border identifying the shallow waters of the 

continental shelf and showing why vessels from mainland Europe are anxious to fish in these waters for the depth of 

their own countries makes it unsuitable for trawling. 

 

The above map shows fishing effort in our EEZ. Following Brexit the fear of the members of the Irish 

South and West Fish Producers’ Organisation is that, following the expulsion of the 400 European 

vessels from UK Waters in a “no-deal” scenario this will, potentially double or even triple fishing 

effort in Irish Waters, something the Irish South and West believe our fishing fleet will not survive.   

The IS&WFPO has the following concerns: 

• Will our fishing communities be once again seen as the sector to be traded to secure a Brexit deal? 
• UK vessels who have traditionally fished in Irish waters will be looking for access to Irish waters 
following January 1st and how will is this be facilitated under the current Relative Stability rules? 
• Will Irish vessels gain access in the trade deal in ratio to its 15% of its share under Relative 
Stability? 
• Will the authorisations that other member states enjoy to catch fish in Irelands EEZ be used as a 
commodity for them to trade for future access to UK Coastal States waters?   
https://www.rte.ie/radio/utils/share/radio1/11262047  

• We are concerned that as an adjoining Coastal State with the UK whose shared Waters hold 

enormous quantities of Fish Stocks ranging from Mackerel to Prawns to Hake to Herring to 

Brown Crab to Monkfish to Haddock, Ireland’s Shared Entitlements under UNCLOS will fail to 

be achieved in the negotiations post-Brexit. 

https://www.rte.ie/radio/utils/share/radio1/11262047


The above link will give the listener a feel for how we in the Industry view the inaction of those 

tasked to assist us when looking for additional opportunities, followed later in the programme by the 

current confusion from the different and contradictory reports we are hearing from main stream 

media.  

The Science: Fish Spawning and Nursery grounds in Irelands EEZ:  

 
NB: The information that follows is researched and sourced from the Irish Marine Institute web-site   

The most important juvenile fish nursery areas that replenish Europe’s commercial fish stocks are 
dotted all along the coastline of Ireland. The information below is taken from not just our Irish 
scientific community but also from studies carried out by our fellow member states with an interest 
in the protection of this important renewable resource that contributes to the food security so 
important for the citizens of our European Union. 

Figure 1, below, shows the distribution of age 0 and age 1 Hake from joint UK Scottish, Irish and French 
Ground fish surveys. The importance of the south coast of Ireland can be clearly seen. There are also 
important nursery areas for Mackerel, Herring, Cod, Haddock and many more in the waters around 
Ireland. 

 



Figure on left above shows Irelands Biologically Sensitive Area (BSA), figure on right shows area of 

Mackerel Egg survey.  The provisional data indicated of the egg survey showed there was a 31% 

increase in total annual NEA mackerel egg production in 2013 compared to 2010. 

 

Fish in the marine ecosystem 
Fish do not live in isolation - they are part of the marine ecosystem and they interact closely with their 
physical, chemical and biological environment. They are dependent on the ecosystem to provide the 
right conditions for growth, reproduction and survival. Equally, they provide an important food source 
for other animals such as seabirds and marine mammals and therefore form an integral part of the 
marine food web. 

The effect of fishing on the ecosystem 
Fishing activity does not only impact on the fish stocks themselves, but also the ecosystem within 
which the fish live in. There are both, direct and indirect effects of fishing on the ecosystem. Direct 
effects of fishing include catching and/or discarding of other mammals and damaging the seabed with 
fishing gear. The effect of fishing on the ecosystem can also be indirect, for example by removing fish 
from the marine food web. 

Ground fish Surveys 

The Map on the right below shows the various Positions where the scientific vessels carried out its 
tows during a recent Irish Ground fish Survey. 170 tows are carried out annually over 6 weeks in the 
ICES fisheries management areas VI a, VII b, g & j indicated by red solid lines on the map. Circles 
indicate completed valid tows and hauls where damage or other problems occurred are indicated by 
an X. 



The Map on the left shows whiting Distribution – whiting is common throughout the northeast 
Atlantic, from the Barents Sea and Iceland down to the southern Bay of Biscay. On the survey, 
juvenile whiting are mostly caught to the west and throughout the Celtic Sea. 

 

The map on the left shows Haddock – Haddock on the survey are mostly caught as juveniles to the 
west and throughout the Celtic Sea. The adults are found from Barents Sea to the Bay of Biscay in 
the northeast Atlantic, and up to the Straits of Labrador off Canada. 
The Map on the right Shows Monk Fish - Most survey catches are concentrated west, southwest and 
south of Ireland. 



 

The map on the left shows Mackerel fish – The map on the right shows Blue Whiting 

 

 

The above Marine Institute graphs depicting the spawning grounds are only a portion of the many 

Stocks of importance to Ireland’s Nursery and spawning grounds which are present in Irelands EEZ.  



We advocate that the protection of these biologically sensitive grounds is not only important for 

Ireland’s Coastal Fishing Communities but to the entire Coastal Communities of Europe and further. 

Our fishermen who seem to be in the middle of a constant storm feel the constant unremitting 

pressure of achieving their primarily objective which is operating safely and safely returning home 

with their Crews to their families. 

 Fishermen are operating in an ever worsening Environment with the frequency of severe weather 

conditions due to climate change making the working of their craft hazardous, negatively affecting 

the reproduction of many traditional species in our BSA, increasing operational costs, poorer price 

returns for their catches, more and more regulations and increasingly punitive measures with the 

threat of loss of a huge percentages of their fishing grounds through expulsions and unforeseen 

natural disasters.       

We feel it is of the utmost importance to consider the potentially harmful effects for Europe’s 

Fishing communities that may triggered by Brexit, regardless of the outcome of changes to UK quota 

share while damage to Ireland’s highly sensitive Eco- system must be protected against first and 

foremost for to damage our Nursery and Spawning grounds affects us all, whether within or outside 

of the EU.   

We must have accredited scientific studies that will show what may be the repercussions of the 

displacement of hundreds of vessels from British Waters into Irish Waters and into investigating and 

discovering all adverse impacts of the introduction of hundreds or thousands of wind turbines into 

the shallow waters all along our shoreline and in the deeper waters off our coast. 

To permit this damaging of Irelands Biologically Sensitive Area will potentially undo all of the work 

carried out in the past 11 years by Fishers working with Scientists where STECF claim the majority of 

stocks have risen by 50%.  The Fishing Industry, working in partnership with NGO’s, DG MARE, 

Member States and EU Parliament through CFP legislation on fishing practices and introduction of 

many new technical measures and acting in tandem with the huge reduction in our fleet in the past 

decade has enabled this vast improvement to be achieved.  

We wish to ask this committee to consider other issues that will have serious consequences for our 

fishing Industry such as: 

Further threats to Ireland’s Biologically Sensitive Offshore include:  

Construction of permanent structures like Offshore wind farms that emit electrical currents and the 

deploying of new frequencies in support of off-shore power generating technology must face the 

same “sustainability” criteria the fishing Industry is governed by and with which it must comply in 

order “to preserve the marine environment and maintain ocean health.” 

Our Government’s programme for the future setting aside 30% of our waters as Marine Protected 

Areas. Does this figure reflect simply our Inshore Waters or the entire of our Waters within Ireland’s 

EEZ? 

The developing crisis in Fishing with a worrying lack of new entrants into the Industry. 

Climate change. 

New impacting European legislation and Policies. 

Effect of unforeseen disasters such as the Covid pandemic. 



 

Dated 14th December, 2020 
 
PATRICK MURPHY 
CEO 
IS&WFPO 
 
Mobile No.  086 2360001 

 




